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Throughout the history of any form of media, there have always been ‘fans’ – 
dedicated admirers of playwrights, avid listeners of musicians, and of course, devoted 
followers of television or movie franchises. In the mid-1960’s, fans who were dedicated 
to specific forms of media, especially TV, took their interests to new heights – not just 
passive admiration, but participation. Shows like Star Trek and The Man from 
U.N.C.L.E. inspired their fan bases to create art, music, and fanfiction – stories written 
from the perspective of characters in the media or set in the worlds of that media, by fans 
without any financial gain. Fans published zines, gathered in conventions, spent time, 
energy, and frequently their own money to show their dedication to their chosen interest.  
With the advent of the internet, many of these fans moved their activities online. Not only 
could they forgo the costs and logistics of printing, selling, and mailing zines to other 
fans, they could reach a much wider audience and encounter new groups of fans. The 
internet became a hub of fan activity. Users created their own websites to publish and 
archive fan creations, email to create fan groups to pass along works, and search engines 
to look for more information and keep up to date with information on their interests. As 
the internet reached more and more households and users, it also became a way to gain 
more fans for any form of media. And with new fans came the need to introduce users to 
the various ins and outs of any fandom group, to inform users of aspects of their chosen 
media that may not be easily found online, and to guide users towards fan-created 
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archives and popular works. Fans involved in dedicated fandoms frequently 
created primers - fan-made information resources - for new fans to read and have and 
continually refer to and base their knowledge off of. These resources are comprehensive, 
introducing frequently used fandom language, relationships between characters, popular 
theories or tropes, and more. They fill in gaps in information that the early internet didn’t 
have the ability to provide.  
While the internet may be larger and have more resources than ever, these primer 
resources are still frequently made by fans for new fans, though they have changed. Now, 
with faster internet speeds and media available almost immediately, these resources have 
changed with the times as well. This exploratory study will used qualitative analysis 
methods to track changes in these online information resources. These resources will then 
be coded and analyzed to examine the use of fandom terms, images, and links to other fan 
resources. This study will hopefully give insights into the creation and use of information 
resources not just for fans but for any online users and help us to better understand online 









Fandom Culture – from Offline to On 
 For a better understanding of the creation and use of online information resources 
in fandoms, we must first begin to understand the origins and development of media fan 
cultures, particularly those that surround some of the most popular media franchises in 
the world, those of Star Trek, Star Wars, and the Lord of the Rings. The first question to 
ask and answer is – what is Fandom? In the simplest terms, a fandom is “a community of 
fans, participating in fan activity and interacting in some way whether through 
discussions or creative works. The interaction may be face-to-face at gatherings such as 
conventions, or written communication, either off- or on-line.” (“Fandom”, fanlore.org).  
But while this definition seems comprehensive enough, in truth it doesn’t cover the full 
scope of just what being part of a fandom can mean to individual fans. In his book 
Understanding Fandom: An Introduction to the Study of Media Fan Culture, Mark 
Duffet discusses fandom and the difficulty of defining it – for many people, “Fandom can 
indeed involve different experiences, concern different practices and mean different 
things in various contexts. Even if we share identity as fans of the same media object, my 
fandom may be experienced as something very different from yours.” He later goes on to 
describe how for fans, fandom can be a Pastime, an Identity, a Practice, a Community 
and performance, or even an Existence.  
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While the term fandom was, according to the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, first 
used to refer to fans of sports before it was used for fans of other forms of media, 
specifically science fiction literature in the 1920’s. It was those fans who created many of 
the terms used in fandom to this day, and who according to Arnie Katz in his work “The 
Philosophical Theory of Fanhistory,” brought about the interactive element of fandom in 
the reader’s columns of the science fiction literature magazine Amazing Stories: 
 
“Hugo Gernsback changed that when he launched Amazing Stories. Suddenly, 
sercon [serious constructive] fans had a forum. The large letter column, copied by 
most of Amazing's competitors, gave readers plenty of space to talk to the editor, 
and ultimately, to each other.”  
 
As science fiction fan mags, later known as fanzines, were beginning to be published in 
the 1930’s many fans began to use these not only as avenues to publish their own amateur 
writing or artwork, but as places to make comments on published stories, gossip or debate 
recent news or theories, and even to correspond with other fans. As more and more fans 
utilized fanzines as resources to organize meetups and conventions, amateur press 
association zines, or APAs, handled huge amounts of correspondence and fan interaction. 
As Stephen Perkins writes, “The inclusion of correspondents' and contributors' addresses 
establishes the fanzine as an 'open system', and one in which interaction and reader 
involvement is essential.” (Perkins, 1992) This system was kicked into overdrive in the 
60’s, when Star Trek became one of the biggest science fiction media fandoms of all 
time.  Though the show struggled for ratings for the majority of the time it was on air 
there was an explosion of fan activity, especially amongst women, who published zines 
full of poetry, art, and fan-written stories. (Coppa, 2006) 
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As time went on, fans continued to write and publish many forms of media 
through fanzines, especially throughout the 1970’s and 80’s, with fans dedicating hours 
of work to publishing media based around shows and movies such as Star Wars, 
Battlestar Galactica, and Flash Gordon, even working with non-science fiction based 
properties like Cagney & Lacey, Wiseguy, and Beauty and the Beast. Of course, as Star 
Trek relaunched its television franchise with The Next Generation, it was eagerly brought 
into the fold of important fandoms of the late 80’s. And as fanzine publishing was at its 
height, with their publishers, as Perkins notes, taking "advantage of the cheapest and 
most accessible technologies in any given period, i.e. mimeography, spirit duplicating 
(ditto) and xerography," fans began to move from print zines and into the internet, to the 
early bulletin boards and email lists that began to define internet fan subcultures. Fans 
found the internet to be the ideal medium for this new world of media consumption, fan 
interaction, and information distribution. As Henry Edward Hardy noted in “History of 
the Net” (1993), "The written culture of the Net is much like an oral culture in the 
immediacy of communication” – fans found it easy to take the written and oral cultures in 
their zines and translate them onto their online communities. 
 In Textual Poachers, Jenkins said that fans “move across lands belonging to 
someone else.” Not only do these fans remix the media they consume into fanworks, they 
also have a tendency to remix the platforms they find themselves on and use they for their 
own fan-related purposes. The first of such platforms was Usenet, which “fan studies 
scholarship…considers to be the first formal platform where fandom flourished online.” 
(Fiesler, Dim, 2020). Fans used Usenet Newsgroups due to its easy accessibility. It 
functioned as a bulletin board that users could create, post to and subscribe to – but it was 
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also entirely public and anybody could see any post as long as they had the right 
address. According to Andrea Horbinski in Talking by letter: the hidden history of female 
media fans on the 1990s internet, many fans were using their work computers to access 
Usenet, as most did not have a home computer. As time went on and more fans had their 
own home computers with consistent internet access and email addresses, many moved to 
being subscribed to mailing lists specific to their interests in fandoms. Not only was this 
more private, it also replicated the feeling of direct communication between fan letters of 
early zines – with Horbinski saying “fans who were old enough to have a basis of 
comparison for fannish discussions on the internet versus offline still marvel at the speed 
and simultaneity of electronic communication: email, one of them said, “was astonishing! 
Oh my god,” she recalled, “we’re talking by letter, instantly. This is incredible! It was 
amazing.” The advent of the internet, and the integration of the computer into the home 
drastically changed the face of fandom and fan communities. No longer was fandom 
difficult to access, found online in limited copies of physically published zines or 
sporadic newsletters and conventions, as described in Camille Bacon-Smith’s 
Enterprising Women (1991), but now with a computer and an email address, many fans 
found online communities they could participate in, learn from, and contribute to, 
especially in the form of mailing lists. Still, many fans had to be in the know when it 
came to joining mailing lists – like Usenet, you had to be guided into mailing lists which 
had specific rules related to posting and subscribing due to many mailing lists being 
hosted on privately owned servers. One example of list rules comes from a popular 
Babylon 5 mailing list FAQ (frequently asked questions): 
“If you find out that the list isn't for you, or if you need to get offlist for a while 
because you're going on vacation and need to avoid having your mail spool 
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explode, send the following message to majordomo@io.com:  
unsubscribe mceb-l 
Do not send it to the list! If/when you want to get back on list, just send another 
subscribe request, and when I process it, you'll be back on. 
If you are going to be offline for more than a few days, I'd suggest unsubscribing 
just so you don't log back on to an avalanche of over a hundred pieces of mail. If 
you are on a server that restricts your mail volume, DEFINITELY 
UNSUBSCRIBE or else I will get inundated by bounce messages after your 
mailbox fills up and will unsubscribe you myself. Whether or not you get back on 
depends on how much you can butter me up after that.” 
Of course, another issue with mailing lists is that unless the fanwork is saved, it’s not 
accessible to anyone but the author or the mailing list host. While some fans privately 
archived some work, much work was lost – it was only later that fans found a solution, 
and brough fanworks from private mailing lists back into the public spaces of the 
internet.  
 What truly rocked online fandom spaces and what kickstarted some of the 
information practices still found in online fandom spaces to this day was the introduction 
of easy to create personal webpages. The rise of web services such as GeoCities and 
AngelFire made it relatively easy for fans who had little coding and server experience to 
create their own pages, which acted not only as archives for their own fanworks, but 
allowed them to recommend or link out to other work. “Many fans who did maintain 
personal pages in this era of webrings recalled that they did so because…having one’s 
own list of links to fanfic was often the most reliable way of finding any given story more 
than once.” (Horbinski, 2018) As search services like Google did not exist in this time 
period, having pages a fan could refer to consistently providing links from one personal 
fan archive to another allowed fans. Mailing lists were still a key part of providing access 
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to online fanworks, but rather than sharing them directly, as popular fanwork 
creator Arduinna described in their 2012 oral history interview with Lisa Cronin, it 
became more common for them to provide links and information and act as social areas 
rather than information transferring ones.  
 As fan presence increased with the number of people who could consistently 
connect from the internet at home, fans once again adapted. The blogging website 
LiveJournal (LJ) launched in 1999 but became much more widely used around 2003 – it 
allowed users to post to their own personal blogs, or to a community dedicated to a single 
fandom, or even to communities that were solely dedicated to a particularly popular 
pairing. (Coppa, 2006) Fans could comment directly on the fanworks, rather than to the 
creators, and access was much quicker as fans has less need to search for fanworks – 
being a part of an LJ community simply meant community members could get direct and 
instant access to all the works posted there, knowing exactly what fandom and pairing 
would be in it. LJ also allowed users to tag – one of the longest lasting features in 
fanwork information practices. As fandoms shifted more and more online, this fandom 
identity began to become more apparent in the language of online communities. The 
opportunity to more directly create interpersonal bonds online allowed users to “construct 
a collective identity in cyberspace.” (Click et al., 2013). Fandom became less something 
you were interested in, rather it became an active identity that connected you across the 
world with others.  
   
Information Practices in Fandom 
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Fandom members have over time created or adapted multiple different forms of 
information organization systems in order to suit their needs. These organizational 
systems and practices usually are created through tagging – the generation of descriptive 
words typed into a tagging field meant to describe the object of interest. For fans, these 
objects were typically fanfics or online blog posts. As Maciej Cegłowski, the owner of 
Pinboard, described in his 2013 talk “Fan is a Tool-Using Animal,” in the early days of 
bookmarking services fans had “converged on a set of elaborate tagging conventions that 
allowed them to turn Delicious into a custom search engine for fanfic.” This phenomenon 
became common throughout the fan spaces of the internet – creating descriptive tags in 
order to identify the contents of a posted information without “spoiling” fans with 
unrevealed info. To this day, fanfiction posting sites like Archive of Our Own utilize 
folksonomy tagging system, with “human volunteers look up any new tags that no one 
else has used before and match them with any applicable existing tags, a process known 
as tag wrangling.” (McCulloch, 2019) 
In the paper Where No One Has Gone Before: A Meta-Dataset of the World's Largest 
Fanfiction Repository by Yin, et al., the researchers provide a meta-analysis of the 
hierarchical organization of the different categories of fanfiction on an anonymized 
fanfiction archive website. Their analysis revealed not only the popularity and 
proliferation of online fanfiction, but additionally gave insight into just how common at 
least surface-level information organization is to fanfiction readers and writers. For 
example, in the Harry Potter fandom alone, over 46,000 fanfictions had been tagged as 
Romance and Humor.  
The history of this type of community contribution predates contemporary 
platforms but the scale of user-generated content platforms drives new 
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requirements and forms of work. A large, diverse set of fanfiction 
documents is less valuable to its writers and readers when these works cannot be 
browsed, searched, and found. The system must not only facilitate retrieval but be 
consistent with community values such as creative freedom and inclusivity...it 
must also sustain volunteer contributions to the growth and maintenance of the 
system despite having few resources and despite this effort lacking the visibility 
of the fic content. (Bullard, 2016) 
 
These fandom archives have extensive organization systems, all maintained by the fans. 
In turn the information or metadata created by this practice and the frequent participation 
of users in this system helps fans create a culture of information organization. It is the 
expected norm of these fan spaces to adhere to this culture, which extends beyond just 
fanfiction but to the resources created for fans, by fans. Fans are both motivated by their 
desire to have functional, searchable archives for their own use, but also their desire to 
uphold the community values they have seen others in their fandoms uphold throughout 
their time of participation. The ability to voluntarily curate and organize these archives 
also allows users to contribute to their fandom spaces and members even if they are not 
actively creating content – an extension of the fandom gift economy. 
Hellekson (2009) describes the fandom gift economy as having three elements: to gift, to 
receive, and to reciprocate. The gifts that online fandom members exchange or create can 
be virtually anything of relevance to their shared fandom. They could be “artworks…But 
they may also be narrative analysis, known as meta…They may be fan fiction 
archives…or other aggregates of information. But the items exchanged have no value 
outside their fannish context.” While art as seen as the traditional gift or at least one part 
of a gift exchange in fandom, the categorization by Hellekson of narrative analysis or 
other “aggregates of information” as also being a form of gift that can be exchanged 
between fans is important for the perception of fan-made information resources. With this 
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context, we can see that these resources are not just created for the sake of the 
creator but intended as a gift to a fandom as a whole. Information resources become a 
part of the metatext of the fandom, which in forms the basis of a fandom community. As 
Erika Pearson discusses in the paper “Digital Gifts: Participation and Gift Exchange in 
LiveJournal Communities”:  
“…effort gifts are more about social bonds between participants who can access 
the virtual realms of such communities. Effort gifts are predominantly ‘virtual’ 
themselves — information, data, goods, that can be created, transmitted, and 
retransmitted virtually. In many cases, effort gifts can also be digitally copied, 
replicated and passed from one participant to another… The attached social and 
interpersonal ties and values erode as the gift is retransmitted, becoming in a way 
part of the communal ‘public domain’ unless re–laden with new social ties or 
expectations.” 
These type of metatextual “effort gifts” of labor are not seen particularly as property, but 
rather an online artifact that can be used or transmitted frequently and used as a public 
good of the fandom community. These information-based gifts help strengthen the bonds 
of the gift givers not only to each other but to the fandom itself. They’re also highly labor 
intensive, and the more effort that goes into them to improve the “quality” – i.e., the 
inclusion of images, gifs, etc. – the more value they have. As Turk (2014) stated: “The 
worth of these gifts lies not simply in the content of the gift, nor in the social gesture of 
giving, but in the labor that went into their creation.” 
Though fandom information resources are less discussed than the more visible creation of 
fanvids and fanart, and therefore less researched, the creation of such items still aid in 
providing the “infrastructure that enables the dissemination and discussion of those 
objects.” (Turk, 2014) Without the information basis that many new fans start from or 
that other fans refer to in times of need, many fans would not be able to locate the 
information they need without a full review, re-read, or re-watch of the original media. 
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These websites or posts provide more in-depth and fan-related information than 
the traditional Wikipedia site or episode summary guide really have the time or 
willingness to create, which makes the creation of these information resources, metadata, 
even link aggregation necessary. “These labors, too, are gifts.” (Turk, 2014) These labors 
are also, consequentially, meant to be used by other fans. Whether as a resource for 
introducing new fans, creating more fanfiction as a type of reference guide, or for some 
other fandom related purpose, the acceptance of these gifts is not only in their 
consumption but in their continued use or distribution – use and distribution means a 





Thinking about the exchange of fandom-related information as a part of the gift economy 
allows us to re-examine Henry Jenkins concept of the “participatory culture” of fandom.  
In his work Textual Poachers, Henry Jenkins introduced the concept of participatory 
culture, a phrase he would continue to expand upon to this day. As Jenkins writes:  
Rejecting media-fostered stereotypes of fans as cultural dupes, social misfits, and 
mindless consumers, this book perceives fans as active producers and 
manipulators of meanings. Drawing on the work of Michel de Certeau, it proposes 
an alternative conception of fans as readers who appropriate popular texts and 
reread them in a fashion that serves different interests, as spectators who 
transform the experience of watching television into a rich and complex 
participatory culture. Viewed in this fashion, fans become a model of the type of 
textual "poaching" de Certeau associates with popular reading. Their activities 
pose important questions about the ability of media producers to constrain the 
creation and circulation of meanings. Fans construct their cultural and social 
identity through borrowing and inflecting mass culture images, articulating 
concerns which often go unvoiced within the dominant media. 
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Participatory culture, or the culture of creating anything in relation to or for 
your interests rather than being a passive fan of it, is defined by Henry Jenkins as “1. 
With relatively low barriers to artistic expression and civic engagement 2. With strong 
support for creating and sharing one's creations with others 3. With some type of informal 
mentorship whereby what is known by the most experienced is passed along to novices 4. 
Where members believe that their contributions matter 5. Where members feel some 
degree of social connection with one another (at the least they care what other people 
think about what they have created).” (Jenkins, 2009).  
However, some scholars have the idea of defining all fans who participate in 
fandom as someway as “producers.” Matt Hills for example argues in his book Fan 
Cultures that the emphasis of production of some fans for others has resulted in an 
"attempt to extend 'production' to all fans" when in truth many fans "may not be 
producers." And in Fandom: Identities and Communities in a Mediated World Gray, 
Sandvoss, and Harrington state that "petty producers" are "only one, and possibly the 
smallest subset of fan groups on a wide spectrum.” Many of these arguments follow the 
same vein – that to be a member of a fandom, one does not need to create, one can simply 
be a consumer, and that the necessity of some form of production to be considered an 
active member of the fandom is inherently capitalistic – valuing fandom members only 
by what they are able to provide through their labor for others and not their simple 
enjoyment of the community they become a part of.  
A lot of labor can go into being a participatory member of a fandom – to the point 
where Jhally & Livant wrote in their own work “Watching as Working: The Valorization 
of Audience Consciousness” that even watching the television to consume media as a fan 
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can be conceptualized as work – most fans do not consider their participatory 
actions to be a form of labor. Rather, fans see their participation in fandom as being “both 
freely chosen and understood as pleasure, neither of which is typically associated with 
work.” (Stanfill and Condis, 2014) The result of creating these works as a member of 
fandom is not simply the praise a creator may receive, or any financial compensation 
(though that may be a factor), but rather the creation of a fandom identity or relationship 
between other members of the fandom. Becoming an active participant increases the 
amount of interaction a fandom member will have, so the more they create or participate, 
the more they will create an identity in the fandom – an identity they can now present to 
their fellow fandom members in the interactions they can hope to have with fandom 
members they are creating connections with.  And while many fans are creating art, 
fanvids, and fanfiction, many fans produce other content that is vital to the maintenance 
of the fandom. As Stanfill and Condis state: 
 Fans produce wikis and episode transcripts, allowing a depth of knowledge and 
engagement with objects of fandom that industry products alone could never 
satisfy. Fan work also produces things for other fans more concretely, as can be 
traced in the dedications and shout-outs appended to fan artworks. Perhaps most 
importantly, fan work creates fan community—fandom itself—through the 
production and maintenance of affective ties. Calling this work "work" opens up 
appreciation for the skills involved, much as with feminist insistence on care work 
as labor (Arber and Ginn 1995; England and Folbre 1999; Hochschild 1989). The 
labor framework provides a powerful way to value what fans are doing, in 
contrast to the dismissals that have long attended fandom.  
The work involved in maintain the fandom as an active and informed space is just as vital 
as the additional media others create. Information resources help to maintain the flow of 
information in fandom – as does the sharing of these fan-created resources. While it is 
true that not all members of a fandom are content producers, it’s the categorization of 
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content or activity into narrowly defined categories such as only fanfiction or 
filk that dismisses the interactivity and reciprocal nature of the fandom gift economy. 
Consumption of fandom content and sharing are considered by many fans and creators to 
be a valued interaction. The act of retweeting or reblogging a piece of art or a recced fic, 
or even just leaving a like, comment, or Kudos, on some form of fan media – are 
considered important “low threshold forms of feedback and redistribution.” (Turk, 2014) 
Though these fans may not seem to display active participation in a fandom in a way that 
creates for other fans, the small interactions and redistribution they bring continues the 
cycle of encouragement, interaction, and creation that propels the fandom gift economy 
forward. As Patryk Galuszka describes in the “New Economy of Fandom,” “the act of 




Research Questions and Hypotheses 
 
The purpose of this study is to do an exploratory examination of the evolution of 
the use of language, links, and mixed media in fan-made online information resources. In 
order to achieve this purpose, I plan to answer the following question: 
• How has the design and use of online fan-made information resources for popular 
media changed from the early 90's to today? This question will be investigated in 
the context of three fandoms: Star Trek, Lord of the Rings, and Star Wars. 
One of the main concepts touched on in my research will be examining the concept of 
online fandom as a Participatory Culture, one which is defined by Henry Jenkins as “1. 
With relatively low barriers to artistic expression and civic engagement 2. With strong 
support for creating and sharing one's creations with others 3. With some type of informal 
mentorship whereby what is known by the most experienced is passed along to novices 4. 
Where members believe that their contributions matter 5. Where members feel some 
degree of social connection with one another (at the least they care what other people 
think about what they have created).” (Jenkins, 2009) Fandom, particularly online 
fandom and online fandom culture, are the base culture I will be investigating in my 
research. For this purpose, I will define fandom based on the definition given in Bley’s 
article “RL on LJ” – “Fandoms-- particularly Internet fandoms--are communities 
composed of individual fans who are socially bonded by their experiences as fans of 
specific TV series, movies…, books…, musicians, and sporting teams. Internet fans can 
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become a community through repeated, intense communication with others on 
subjects of interest to them...”  
 
 Qualifications 
On this study I will be the sole researcher and designer. Therefore, I am 
responsible for all parts, up to and including the literature review, data collection and 
analysis, evaluation of resources, coding and analysis, and the final evaluation of all 
conclusions drawn from the research. 
In regard to positionality, as an active member in both of the fandoms I will be 
evaluating for my research, I am currently and have been in the past an active member in 
both, engaging and using the fan-created information resources to better enhance my 
experience in the fandoms and connect between platforms to access content. As an 
insider I believe I am able to better understand references and terms used in these 
resources, and as an information professional in LIS, I believe I am able to find the right 
tools to evaluate each resource and understand insider references that may be lost on 
others. Though I am connected, I must also be careful to manage my assumptions on the 
availability of information and the accessibility of information and knowledge to others 






This study will address the use of layout, links, and mixed media in fan-made 
online information resources. In the first phase of the study, I will be collecting and 
reading online fan-created information resources based on time of creation and fandom – 
specifically looking at information resources created and hosted by fans on unique 
webpages and comparing them with fan-made information resources that were created by 
fans and hosted on public social media sites such as Tumblr and Twitter. Then I intend to 
perform a comparative content analysis of these selected information resources to 
observe the layout, use of links to outside sources, and use of multimedia. This will lead 
into my overall evaluation of the resources, allowing me to better understand the 
connection and expansion of fan-created information resources and their roles in fandom. 
 
Sample / Research Participants 
 
My population includes fan-made information resources posted publicly online on 
multiple hosting platforms such as Geocities, LiveJournal, Tumblr, Twitter, and in public 
fandom newsletters that serve as introductions to the fandoms or aspects of fandom in 
Star Wars, Star Trek, or Lord of the Rings. My sampling unit will be single posts, tweets, 
or newsletters that are intended to serve as a direct introduction into an aspect of fandom 
for Star Wars, Star Trek, or Lord of the Rings.  
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Data Collection Methods 
 
I will be using purposive sampling for representativeness to find the maximum 
number samples of fan-made information resources that can be found to represent a time 
period in each fandom. There may be a limited number of resources due to the age of 
many sources, so purposive sampling also allows me to find the most usable sources as 
well. As many of the early resources were made before search engine use became 
popular, I hope to be able to follow links from fan archives to the resources and capture 
the pages. Additionally, many of the resources are no longer hosted and the links will 
have to be used through the Wayback Machine in order to capture the page. Purposive 
sampling allows me to evaluate each resource to see if they would be good 
representations of fan-made information resources, instead of simply term dictionaries or 
link trees to additional content and not information.  
For the collection of resources, I intend to search for resources through Google 
with time filters for when items would have been posted, sing key search terms such as 
“Star Wars/Star Trek/LOTR fandom primer,” “Star Wars/Star Trek/LOTR fandom 
overview,” “Star Wars/Star Trek/LOTR fandom guide.” I will also be going through the 
lists of each fandom’s past archives on the website Fanlore.org in order to link hop from 
archives to linked resources. I will also be going through the popular fandom Newsletter 
The Rec Center’s online archive of past newsletter for relevant primers from the Star 
Wars/Star Trek/LOTR fandoms. The collection of these data sources will be done 
gradually over the next few months, items being bookmarked and organized based on the 
timeframe for later processing. 
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The benefit of using fan-made information resource posts from the past 
up to 2019 is that it will give me a look into the rich history of fandom use of the internet 
as an information tool, but I will also be relying on resources that are still accessible on 
modern computers and will miss a lot of sources that have been lost to time and were 
central for many past fans. Additionally, online resources only consist of a small part of 
fandom information resources, so I will only get a look at information resources from 
fans who had access to the internet in those times. 
 
Data Analysis Methods 
 
I will be doing a comparative qualitative content analysis to analyze the resources 
pulled for this project. I am pulling all relevant information from the Internet, so I will be 
analyzing an existing data source. Comparative content analysis was chosen because all 
pages selected for this study contained a great deal of information that was relevant to the 
study, and it was possible to analyze the existing data for content. Comparative content 
analysis was necessary in this study because the data that exists has not been vetted or 
monitored in the study, and comparative content analysis was the only method that can be 
scientifically applied to the data. Comparative content analysis allowed the study to reach 
objective conclusions without the free-form creation affecting the study. All coding was 
done by hand due to the variable nature of the web pages that were selected for analysis. 
Many of these pages, though their content was similar, were extremely varied visually 
and thus needed to be analyzed individually. It was also the best method possible due to 
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the limitation involved in analyzing web pages no longer hosted on the internet 
and only accessible through the Wayback Machine. 
As seen in Figures A and B below, while both pages maintain are publicly 
viewable, only one is still directly available for viewing as it still is hosted on a server, 
while the other was accessible through the Archive.org tool the Wayback Machine, a 
digital archive of World Wide Web pages. 
 
(Fig. 
1 – a 
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screenshot of the web hosted Tolkien bibliography written in 1992 for the 
rec.arts.books.tolkien Usenet newsgroup. Though it’s an older resource, as it is still 
hosted by a server it is still accessible by the page link) 
 
(Fig. 2 – a screenshot of the The Obi-Wan Kenobi Estrogen Brigade Fan Fiction Archive 
webpage, last updated in 2001. This page is no longer hosted on any server and is only 
accessible through the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine) 
I will be analyzing the content of these webpages and posts in order to answer my 
research question “How has the design and use of online fan-made information resources 
for popular media changed from the early 90's to today? This question will be 
investigated in the context of three fandoms: Star Trek, Lord of the Rings, and Star 
Wars.” For this purpose, I will be looking for specific content items typically found in 
fan-made information resources. These items include: a form of lexicon or dictionary that 
provides fandom-specific definitions to phrases or words, links to further readings or in-
depth information on other fandom-specific pages, summaries of episodes, films, certain 
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events, or character descriptions, links to fan-written fiction or fanfiction 





The first part of this analysis focused on a small selection of fan-made and 
maintained websites created with the intent and purpose of acting as online resources for 
fans to refer to when seeking knowledge on their specific fandom and to host other 
fanmade materials such as fic, filk, or art. The three fandoms whose resources have been 
selected to analyze are Star Wars, Star Trek, and The Lord of the Rings. These three 
fandoms were chosen due to their prominence before the advent of the internet, their 
longevity, including their continued production of content, and their continuously active 
and participatory fanbases. These fanbases are noted within overall fandom for being 
particularly prolific in the creation of content, both online and off. For example, the 
fanmade Star Wars online encyclopedia Wookieepedia currently hosts over 165,000 
articles. And, with all three of these properties having come out with new content in the 
past 10 years, from new TV shows to films to tie-in comics and novels, there is also 
always an influx of new members of the fandom who need to be informed of the history 
of the fandom and the various ins and outs of each piece of content and backstory.  
This study identified these fandoms, and from these fandoms selected the 
representative web pages and post of information resources chosen to be analyzed for 
content. The defined time period for the webpages representing early-internet fandom 
information resources is from 1997 to 2006. The advent and eventual adoption of the 
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wiki hosting site Wikia/Fandom in the years 2004-2006 marks the beginning of 
the second time period of fandom information resources begin analyzed in this study, 
from 2007 to 2019. The analysis was applied to the design and layout of the webpages 




(Fig. 3 – screenshot of “The Trek Creative Lexicon” from the TrekCreative Writer’s 
Group Mailing List’s webpage, circa 2005) 
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(Fig. 4 – screenshot of “The Trek Creative Lexicon” from the TrekCreative Writer’s 
Group Mailing List’s webpage, circa 2005) 
This webpage contains a lexicon of fandom-specific writing terms and links to 
further reading and content. Many of these terms are still used today, such as “Mary 
Sue.” The page also provides as part of its lexicon the different acronyms for specific 
seasons of Star Trek and the various Star Trek Universe films. 
A form of lexicon or dictionary that 
provides fandom-specific definitions to 
phrases or words 
✓ 
 
Links to further readings or in-depth 




Summaries of episodes, films, certain 
events, or character descriptions 
X 
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Links to fan-written fiction or fanfiction 
archives 
X 
Quotes from specific episodes X 
Screenshots with or without text X 
Art/Fanart X 
 



































































































































Research Quality and Ethical Considerations 
In order to establish trustworthiness in my work, I will make sure to clearly and 
directly state my positionally in regard to the subject matter from the begging of the work 
to anyone that becomes involved and at the beginning of my writing. I will make sure to 
clearly describe my qualitative process when it comes to my data analysis. I will ask for 
oversight and review in my coding and analysis work to make sure I am not introducing 
biased opinions into my data analysis.  
Any social media post that is used in my research can be used to trace back to the 
original authors - even if they are anonymized, if any quotes are used in my paper, they 
can be traced back to the accounts that posted them, especially for my more modern 
sources. I must take extra precautions to keep exposure of identifiable data to a minimum. 
If quotes are taken, I would hopefully only use part and not the full piece of text. If larger 
quotes are used, if it comes from active social media accounts, I will contact the users and 
ask for permission due to any unwanted attention that may come from their post being 
directly quoted in my paper. 
I will make sure to relay to the readers upfront that I am a fan of the media 
franchises being studied in the paper and that I have participated in those fandoms prior 
to this research, thus I have background knowledge of the online culture. I will ask for 
oversight and review in my coding and analysis work to make sure I am not introducing 
biased opinions into my data analysis. While it would have been possible to skew data in 
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another form of study, the structure of this comparative content analysis is 
unobtrusive and means to be observational rather than intrusive. Data was collected 
without the knowledge of the sample group so as not to modify their behavior, and no 
identifiable personal data was collected. 
 
Results & Analysis 
 Analysis of the 20 webpages or unique posts was completed, and data was defined 
by predetermined items used to describe the information contained in each resource. 
Items were first identified for occurrence in the pre-2006 and post-2006 resources, then 
positive occurrences were compared between the two groups. 
 Primary analysis of older resource item occurrence shows that these older 
resources were more likely to contain “Links to further readings or in-depth information 
on other fandom-specific pages”, “Summaries of episodes, films, certain events, or 
character descriptions”, and “Links to fan-written fiction or fanfiction archives” than any 
other items, as seen in Figure 5. Analysis of these webpages and posts shows that these 
resources were dedicated to both providing technical information as to the contents of the 
media these fandoms were based on, and on connection. Of the ten pages analyzed, only 
1 had any form of screenshot from the media, and only 2 had any quotes. 
 These resources help paint a portrait of the early internet as used by fans. 
Information resources like this created by fans helped to provide crucial summaries and 
information that likely could not be found from searches on early search engines. These 
primers that provided detailed summaries were so well-known one of the web resources 
analyzed is actually a parody primer “for children” of Star Trek DS9 told in verse from 
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1997. In addition to providing summaries and character guides for both new 
fans to learn about but for fans to refer to, many of these summaries also linked to various 
other online resources, fanfiction archives, or later to specific online communities on 
websites such as LiveJournal. Much like the research practice of citation hopping from 
one trusted source to a new source, these online resources provided direct links to new 
pages and communities that may not have been able to be found through a cursory search, 
especially for new members of the fandom. The creators of the resources allowed them to 
act both as guides and references to the media they had consumed, but as guides to the 
fandom itself, giving them a starting point for their immersion into the culture of fandom. 
 The lack of images and screenshots from the media itself is unsurprising. Many of 
these resources were created prior to easy legal streaming or online rental of films. If the 
image was not widely available online, such as in promotion or character portraits, then it 
was difficult for fans to get images of the show itself. Some compromised by using fanart 
or fan-made website banners. Still, in this time many of these resources remained mainly 
text based.  
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(Fig. 5 – Pie chart of analysis of older fandom resources) 
Newer online resources were most likely to contain “Links to further readings or 
in-depth information on other fandom-specific pages”, “Summaries of episodes, films, 
certain events, or character descriptions”, and “Screenshots from the media with or 
without text” as can be seen in Figure 6. Analysis of these online fandom resources 
shows us that while these pages did provide some text-based summaries or discussion of 
media events, they were much more reliant on displaying visual elements from the media 
of the fandom. Additionally, summaries, though present, were much shorter and 
contained less information on TV episodes and film summaries, focusing on character 
descriptions and relationships between the different characters of the show. While a few 
these posts were stand-alone – existing on personal or fandom blogs or Twitter accounts 
– many of these resources were found on fandom-based Wikia/Fandom.com wiki hosting 
pages.  
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These wiki hosted pages contained many permalinks to other pages in 
the wiki, articles with further in-depth information a user can click on to enter another 
page, rather than having all the information in one single page or article like with earlier 
online resources. While this may be convenient, it does mean many users need to 
possibly dig to gain a complete understanding of the media if they are solely basing their 
information from this resource. But, with the rise of streaming and online video hosting 
platforms such as YouTube, many of these users no longer need to rely on online 
resources for their only sources of information post an initial video of a show or movie. 
Instead of having to seek out a video rental, purchase the entire series, or wait for the 
particular episode or film to show again on a network, fandom members can choose to 
stream the media of their fandom whenever they wish. This is also likely what has 
contributed to the increase of screenshots in newer online resources – they are much more 
available, and they aid many resources creators in backing up the information they are 
providing with evidence as well as a visual draw to the resource. 
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(Fig. 6 – pie chart of analysis of newer fandom resource composition) 
One interesting and unexpected change was the complete lack of any lexicons or 
dictionaries in any of the newer online resources. As you can see in Figure 6, no lexicons 
or dictionaries occurred in any newer online resource. This is likely due to two factors. 
One, the rise in popularity in online fandom activities and terminology, and two, the 
increased availability of the internet and general online resources. As fandom has over 
time become more popular – with millions of fanfiction stories being published and 
hosted on fanfiction archives, active online communities interacting on social blogging 
sites like LiveJournal and Tumblr, and social media connecting fans from across the 
world with one another, fandom terms have also entered the modern vocabulary. Terms 
such as shipping, canon, or OTP can likely be defined by most younger people. A lot of 
the terms that had to be defined for newfound fans becoming part of a fandom no longer 
require as much explanation from active fandom members. In addition to that, with the 
increased availability of the internet and online resources, many fans if they don’t know a 
term for a fandom term, can simply search for that term, and can actually find a 
comprehensive answer. Even Wikipedia will ask the user if they are looking for Shipping 
(fandom) or for Shipping as in the transportation of cargo. Modern publications such as 
Vox (Romano, 2016) even have their own fandom terminology glossary in order to keep 
readers in the loop on fan culture.  
The results of the comparative analysis between the older fandom resources and 
the newer resources show a distinct increase in the number of screenshots in the contents 
of the newer fandom resources, with a sharp drop in the use of fanart as well as the 
linking of fanfiction or fanfiction archives. In addition, the creation by fans of fandom-
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specific lexicons and dictionaries as a popular fandom resource has essentially 
ended. What this seems to indicate is that much of the content of newer resources is 
geared not towards introducing fans to the concept of fandom or the resources and media 
created by fans, as many fans can now find much of that information on their own, but 
instead towards only having fandom-specific information on a more analytical and 
emotional level. In the case of the newer resources found on social media or blogging 
sites, most were in-depth character descriptions or timelines of events in films or seasons 
of TV – information not already found in the more regulated and edited content found on 
Wikipedia or other wiki sites. Fandom members as individual creators of information 
resources appear to be creating less of a guide to the content but an additional resource to 
help fandom members discuss character motivations, fandom meta, and what they as 
dedicated fandom members derived from the media, rather than what was explicitly 
stated. 
 What this indicates is a shift in overall fandom information practices. While in the 
past the creation of these information resources acted as a way for fandom members to 
engage with participatory culture and the culture of gift giving in fandom – their “gifts,” 
the information resources they created, were meant to reach a wide-ranging audience and 
allow them to engage with new fans. Their gift was guidance into the fandom, and a way 
for them to continue to access new fandom content in areas of the internet they couldn’t 
easily find on their own. These fans were being guided into the fandom network of 
interconnectivity, introduced to uncommon concepts and terminology in order to prepare 
them for their future online interactions. Rather than trying to create entirely new content, 
fans who created information resources were repackaging it, distilling it to the essentials. 
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With the advent of home internet and the continuous engagement of new fans 
with at least peripherally fandom content, their ability to observe many public fandom 
spaces on social media or blogging websites before they become involved, and the 
ubiquity of search services with non-fanmade resources providing generic definitions for 
fandom terms or summaries of media, fans who make resources shifted their work to 
engaging with fans at a different level, and filling in the gaps that online resources still 
left for them. 
 In newer resources, fans have transitioned to shorter content with more engaging 
visuals and commentary. In many resources, instead of simple summarizations or 
descriptions, fans add their own perspective and personality into their resources – color 
commentary. This acts almost as a facsimile of two-way engagement, rather than the one-
way information presentation of older resources. In other cases, many of these resources 
simply provided no-frills lists of resources fans may be looking for such as books or 
comics, with basic information such as publication date and author, and perhaps where to 
purchase them, but had no other information. When confronted with such information-
heavy resources found of wiki hosted sites, these could be both extremely useful and less 
stressful than digging through multiple pages in search of a single piece of information. 
 Ultimately, it appears that fans wishing to participate with their fandom 
community are exercising judgment in what information they wish to give – no longer 
obligated to continue to provide basic background information due to a lack of common 
contemporary resources. Fans are now choosing to eschew the traditional information 
resource format and instead create more opportunities for one-on-one engagement, 
something only made possible by the use of public social media sites. The fandom 
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community is suggesting to information seeking fans that these online areas are 
now more guided for active participation in the fandom.  
 
Conclusion & Discussion 
 
 This study was limited by several factors, the largest limitation being the lack of 
archival work done to preserve the older information resource and archive websites of 
early internet fandom members, which was the content used in this analysis is. While 
some of the content in these archives were saved by the creators themselves, or through 
archival projects like the Internet Archive, the layout of the websites as well as the 
myriad links and other media such as images hosted on these sites is usually not as well 
preserved. So, while some sites have been retrieved and archived, a lot of the data that 
would have been relevant has been lost.  
 Despite this, this study concludes that the change seen in online information 
resources created by and for fandom communities has been influenced by internal and 
external factors, both technological and social. All fan communities in online spaces have 
been influenced by the rise of social media sites that allow for easier forms of direct 
communication and interaction, something that wasn’t yet possible in fanzines or even 
the early days of internet fandom. Free general online resources such as Wikipedia and 
wiki hosted sites meant fans could usually find or even write and edit consistently 
detailed summaries of the media of their fandom, and public fanfiction archives on FF.net 
and AO3.org meant fans could instead focus their resource creation outside the mold of 
essential information they wished other fans to participate with and share. Though the 
nature of these resources has changed, they still find an audience who interacts with 
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them, shares them, edits them, or saves them to refer back to as needed. 
Participatory culture and gift economy that has been a part of fandom for so long is 
certainly changing, but it still continues to allow fans to create for each other and for their 
communities.  
Further research still needs to be done, especially in regard to how fans make new 
information resources for other fans. It would be of interest to those who create 
information resources for fans of games, shows, or other media to see what fans choose 
to prioritize when they want to share what they create. The analysis of these materials has 
both information science and archives implications. As more and more of the early 
internet degrades – fan materials, hand-built websites, archives full of writing, all of this 
is lost without any way to get it back. Archivists interested in online archival practices 
likely will see and recognize the vast amounts of information and materials that could 
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